Abstract: An intensity-tunable filter based on the guided-mode resonance effect that is tuned using elliptically polarized incident light is proposed in this paper. The resonant peak efficiency can be tuned over a range from 3% to 99.9% without shifting the resonant wavelength by varying the elliptical polarization states. The influence of three of the incident light parameters, comprising the angles of polarization, incidence, and azimuth, has also been investigated. The calculated results show that the light intensity can be adjusted by tuning of the polarization angle. By varying the angle of incidence, the dual-peak wavelengths can be divided into four peak wavelengths, and the distances between the separated-peak wavelengths can also be tuned. In addition, the azimuthal angle can be used to tune the reflection efficiencies of the resonant peaks and the distance that separates the peak wavelengths. Optical characterization showed excellent agreement between the experimental data and the theoretical results.
Introduction
Guided-mode resonant (GMR) filters have been widely proposed and studied because of characteristics that include narrowband operation, high peak efficiency, low sideband properties, and flexible structures [1] - [6] . In addition, the properties of GMR filters, which are highly sensitive to both their structural parameters and the incidence light conditions, can be used to produce tunable optical effects in both their resonant wavelengths and their peak efficiencies [1] , [7] . Applications of tunable filters include video displays, optical switching [8] , laser eye protection [9] , and optical limiting for sensor protection [10] , where selective opening or closing of an optical passband can be used. Dobbs et al. fabricated a graded-wavelength GMR filter with spectral reflectance features that varied linearly as a function of position on the device [11] . Yang et al. presented a narrow band tunable filter that was actuated by optically induced trans-cis isomerization of an azobenzene liquid crystal [12] . When compared with methods that focus on the intrinsic characteristics of the filter materials and structures, a more convenient and efficient way to realize an optically tunable filter is through adjustment of the polarization and incidence light properties. Szeghalmi et al. introduced a tunable filter that was tunable over a range of more than 150 nm by varying the angle of incidence [13] . Wang et al. demonstrated a GMR filter in which the azimuthal angle can be used to control the spectral reflectance intensity with dual channels [14] . Uddin et al. realized tunable GMR color filters by varying the polarization angle [15] . However, elliptically polarized light can also be incident on the GMR filter and the study of this case realized a tunable peak efficiency, which has been less reported.
In this paper, the characteristics of a GMR filter that is illuminated by elliptically polarized incident light are studied both theoretically and experimentally. It is found that the intensity of the GMR filter can be tuned by varying the elliptical polarization state without changing the resonant wavelengths. The theoretical results are calculated using the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method and match the experimental data well. For a complete study of the influence of the incidence light properties on GMR filter characteristics, three incidence light parameters are discussed: the angles of incidence, azimuth, and polarization.
Design of the GMR structure
A schematic illustration of a GMR filter is shown in Fig. 1 . The goal of the proposed design is to obtain a sharp peak that is generated by the guided mode resonance effect, which is caused by the coupling of externally propagating diffracted fields to the waveguide modes over small parameter ranges. The intensity of the spectral reflectance at the resonance wavelength can be tuned by varying the polarization states and the incidence light parameters.
The intensity-tunable GMR filter is selected a three-layer stack that comprises a grating layer, two waveguide layers, in order from top to bottom on a glass substrate, and the parameters of the device and the incident plane wave are as shown in Fig. 1 . The θ, ϕ, and ω reflect the incident angle, the azimuthal angle and the polarization angle respectively. A 200-nm-thick Ta 2 O 5 film (n w = 2.12) was first vapor-deposited on the glass substrate (n s = 1.5). A 300-nm-thick photoresist film (PR, n H = 1.63) was then spin-coated on the waveguide layer. The cover layer (n L = 1) is air, according to the operating conditions. We used laser interference lithography to form the grating profile because it offers advantages in terms of uniformity and flexibility. To reduce the number of fabrication process steps, the device is designed without use of an etching method, which means that the remaining photoresist layer acts as a second waveguide layer.
In the designed GMR filter, the grating groove depth and the thicknesses of the two waveguide layers are denoted by d g , d p and d w , respectively, as shown in Fig. 1 . The fabricated profile and the parameters of the 1D grating are measured by atomic force microscopy (AFM, XE-100, PSIA). The measurement results, which are given in Fig. 2 , show that the groove depth is 188 nm, the grating period is 957 nm, and the duty cycle (f ) is 0.5.
Simulation and Experiments
The equation of the locus of the electric field vector extremity is shown in the following relationship:
where E ox and E oy are the maximum amplitudes in the direction of x and y axes, respectively, and the phase difference δ = δ x − δ y , where δ x and δ y are the phases of the two coordinating axes. When δ = 0 or δ = π (modulo 2π), the wave is then linearly polarized. However, when δ = (π/2) or δ = (3π/2) and E ox = E oy , the wave is circularly polarized. The Stokes parameters, which are generally denoted by S 0 , S 1 , S 2 and S 3 , are sufficient for characterization of the amplitude, the phase and the polarization of a wave. The parameters are arranged in a column matrix and are defined as a function of the Cartesian components of the electric field vector using the following equation: To obtain a varible elliptically-polarized input wave, a linear polarizer and a quarter-wave plate were set up above the filter in our experiments. The polarization states can be tuned by simply rotating the wave plate, and precise data were measured using the Stokes parameters with a polarization analysis system (PAX 5710IR3, Thorlabs).
Based on the structure shown in Fig. 1 , the spectral reflectance responses of the designed intensity-tunable GMR filter are calculated for different elliptical polarization states using the FDTD method. To evaluate the optical characteristics, we use a broadband amplified spontaneous emission source and a real-time optical spectrum analyzer (AQ6370Q, Yokogawa) as the input source and the detection terminal, respectively. A polarizer (LPIRE050-C, Thorlabs) is used to convert the polarization states of the incident light. The schematic diagram of the measurement setup is given in Fig. 3 .
The numerical and experimental spectra in the different polarization states are illustrated using black solid lines and red dashed lines, with a constant angle of incidence (θ = 0) and constant azimuthal angle (φ = 0). Respectively, Fig. 4 (a) and (g) show the reflectance spectra for the phase difference of δ =0
• , Fig. 4 (b) and (f) show the spectra corresponding to δ = 30 • , Fig. 4 (c) and (e) show the spectra correspond to δ = 60
• , and Fig. 4(d) shows the spectra corresponding to δ = 90 • . To obtain the different polarization states while maintaining the same phase difference, the two directions of the groove profile are set to be mutually perpendicular, except for that at δ = 90
• . Specifically, the polarization vector is set to be parallel to the direction of the groove in the structure in Fig. 4(a) , but the vector is vertical to the direction of the groove in the structure in Fig. 4(g) . The tunable intensity phenomenon can be observed in the results through variation of the elliptical polarization state. The two resonance peak wavelengths are settled at 1482.7 nm and 1597.2 nm, and the tunable reflectance efficiency can range from 3% to 99.9%. The peak intensity at 1597.2 nm is reduced monotonically with increasing phase difference, as shown by Fig. 4(a)-(d) , and by reducing the phase difference, as shown in Fig. 4(d) and (e). The experimentally measured resonant wavelengths show a difference of less than 5 nm from the theoretical values, which is caused by a slight shift in the incident position during the measurement process. The sideband differences of the curves are results of the measurement noise, mainly due to the temperature of the light source, environment and the platform vibration. This thus represents a good match between the theoretical and experimental results for the tunable intensity phenomenon. 
Discussion of the Incidence Light Properties
In the discussion of the influence of the incidence light properties on the guided mode resonance effect, three parameters are taken into account. The coordinate system and a sketch map of a linearly polarized plane wave are shown in Fig. 1 . The plane wave, which has a wave vector that is symbolized by k, is incident on the device surface at a given incident angle θ, an azimuthal angle ϕ, and a polarization angle ω. To investigate the optical effect induced by the incidence light parameters, we use the controlling variable method to research the spectral responses under different incidence light conditions. Fig. 5 shows the reflectance spectra at various polarization angles (ω = 0
• ) with a constant angle of incidence (θ = 0.5
• ) and constant azimuthal angle (ϕ = 0 • ). These spectra demonstrate that the intensities of the peaks can be tuned monotonically via the polarization angle, which is defined as the included angle between the plane of incidence and the projection of the electric vector in the XY plane. It also can be seen that the spectral positions of the resonant peaks remain constant.
The spectra were then calculated using the same azimuthal angle (ϕ = 0 • ) and polarization angle (ω = 30
• ) for various angles of incidence (θ = 0 • , 0.5
• , and 1 • ), and the results are shown in Fig. 6 . The separation of the peaks can be observed when the light is obliquely incident on the device, and .88 nm in the second case. Also, the intensities of the peaks have a little variation (less than 5%) with the increasing angle of incidence. When discussing the azimuthal angle, we should note that when the plane of incidence is parallel to the 1-D grating grooves (i.e., when ϕ = 90
• ), the peak separation effect will not appear at any angle of incidence. This therefore demonstrates that the orientation of the plane of incidence affects the resonant peak separation. In addition, the azimuthal angle also acts as an index that shows the polarization orientation, which in turn could lead to variation in the peak intensity. To verify the above theory, we numerically investigated the reflectance spectra at different azimuthal angles, and the results are shown in Fig. 7 . The peak separation is shown to decrease with increasing azimuthal angle.
The analysis of the responses shown in Figs. 5-7 is based on the given values of the three parameters of interest, and therefore may lack universality. To study the effects of these incidence light properties more thoroughly, we selected several additional values of these angles to calculate the reflectance responses, with results as shown in Tables 1-3. Table 1 summarizes the theoretical results data at basic vertical incidence for different polarization angles, where the W and R parameters represent the values of the resonant wavelengths and the corresponding spectral intensities of the resonant peaks. These results indicate that the reflective intensity can be tuned monotonically by varying the polarization angle and that the absolute positions of the resonant peaks will not be shifted. In Table 2 , the angle of incidence is set at 0.5°, and we investigate the reflectance spectra at oblique incidence by varying the azimuthal angle and the polarization angle (at angles of 0°, 30°, 45°, 60°, and 90°). A nonzero angle of incidence results in the separation of the two resonant peaks, and these separated peaks lie on either side of the original peak. The degree of peak separation and the reflective efficiency are also affected by the azimuthal angle, although the peak separation phenomenon will disappear when the plane of incidence is parallel to the grating groove; this is also shown in Fig. 7 . Table 3 shows the results when θ = 1 • , and these results demonstrate that the distance between the two separated peaks is in direct proportion to the numerical value of the angle of incidence, based on a comparison with the results in Table 2 . 
Conclusions
In summary, an intensity-tunable filter composed of a multilayer GMR structure that is tuned using elliptically polarized incident light is proposed. We have designed and fabricated the filter to experimentally investigate its spectral reflectance properties under different polarization conditions. The reflectance responses were also theoretically calculated using FDTD Solutions software to verify the tunable intensity phenomenon. The polarization can be varied using a rotating quarterwave plate and was measured using the polarization analysis system. The experimental results agreed with the calculated spectra and demonstrated that the spectral intensities at the resonant wavelengths can be tuned through variation of the elliptically polarized incident light. Additionally, other factors affecting the incidence light properties, including the angle of incidence, the azimuthal angle, and the polarization angle, are discussed based on calculations of the reflectance spectra.
The results indicate that the intensity can be adjusted by tuning the polarization angle without affecting the positions of the resonant peaks and that a nonzero angle of incidence causes the resonant peaks to be divided into two peaks and can vary the distance between the separated peaks. The azimuthal angle acts as an index of both the polarization orientation and the direction of the plane of incidence. Therefore, this angle can influence both the reflection of the resonant peaks and the separation of those peaks. These special features indicate that the proposed devices have potential application areas that include bioactive fluorescent protein dyes, displays, and signal processing.
